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ABSTRACT

The impact of metacognitive awareness on students’ performance has been examined in the present study. 900 students of grade X participated in the study. Metacognitive awareness was measured using inventory, while performance of students was measured with the help of researcher made test in the subject of chemistry. Results indicated that metacognitive awareness was significantly correlated with the performance of students. The highly metacognitively aware science students performed well on the test. Results further indicated that there was no significant difference in the metacognitive awareness of male and female students.
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INTRODUCTION

The Greek word meta signifies going beyond, so metacognition is cognition that goes beyond ordinary thinking. The term “meta” refers to second order knowledge. An early definition of metacognition by Flavell (1976) has become regularly quoted in the literature. He referred metacognition as “One’s knowledge concerning one's own cognitive processes and products or anything related to them...Metacognition refers, among other things, to the active monitoring and consequent regulation and orchestration of theses processes in relation to the cognitive objects or data on which they bear...” (p. 232). Metacognition has a number of concrete and important effects on learning.

It plays an important role in oral comprehension, reading comprehension, problem solving, attention, memory, social cognition, personality development, communication and various types of self-control and self-instruction which are key concerns for school (Flavell, 1987). Many researchers believe that metacognition holds great deal of promise for helping students do better. Metacognition has been linked to a wide variety of positive academic outcomes for students such as better grades and performance on tests of intelligence.

Past researches have revealed a close relationship between metacognition and performance. It is reasonable to suppose that optimizing the use of metacognitive behavior can be addressed in terms of: 1) the appropriate use of a relevant metacognitive function, 2) the optimal frequency of metacognitive actions relevant cognitive actions, and 3) the optimal sequencing of metacognitive actions and functions (Wilson & Clark, 2002)

There is no doubt that students are using metacognition, but regardless of how many metacognitive acts are used, success is not guaranteed. Metacognition becomes essential when tasks are more challenging.

Maqsud (1997) investigated the effects of metacognitive skills and nonverbal ability on academic achievement of high school pupils. He found that metacognitive ability tends to associate positively with academic attainment of high school pupils.
Everson; Tobias & Laitusis (1997) examined the correlation among measures of metacognitive knowledge, learning and study strategies, and academic achievement across the domains of verbal ability and mathematics. They found that metacognitive knowledge was generalizable across both the verbal and mathematical domains. A positive correlation was also found between the two knowledge-monitoring measures and students’ confidence estimates. Similarly Tobias; Everson; & Laitusis (1999) also found that knowledge monitoring had a significant relationship with school grades, continue to indicate that accurate monitoring is an important variable in school learning.

Chisholm (1999) cited that Wang (1993) examined cultural-familial predictors of children’s metacognitive and academic performance with a sample of Caucasian, Hispanic and African-American children in second grade. Findings indicated that although the Caucasian and Hispanic students had higher mean scores than the African-America students, the difference was due to the students’ socio-economic status and not their ethnicity.

Phakiti (2003) investigated the relationship of cognitive and metacognitive strategy used to EFL reading achievement test performance and found that a) the use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies had a positive relationship to the reading test performance; and b) highly successful test takers reported significantly higher metacognitive strategy use than the moderately successful ones who in turn reported higher use of these strategies than the unsuccessful test takers.

Rysz (2004) while identifying metacognitive thoughts adult students had while learning elementary probability and statistics concepts found that students can earn above average grades using limited or no metacognitive awareness, but those who provided evidence of cognitive awareness and self monitoring were better able to report an understanding of probability and statistics concepts. Also Bigozzi & Vezzani (2005) investigated the effects of individual writing on metacognitive awareness concerning scientific concepts. They found that individual writing enhances the use of metacognitive terms and the frequency of use regarding terms, which distinguish appearance from reality. Further Mason & Nadalon (2005) found that overall students’ metacognitive competence significantly correlated with their achievement in subjects. Similarly, Coutinho (2006) concluded that students with good metacognition tend to be successful students. Students with poor metacognition tend to perform poorly.

In sum, it may be concluded that there is a positive correlation between metacognition and academic success. Metacognition is an awareness and understanding of how one thinks and uses strategies during reading and writing.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The objectives of the study were to:

- Measure metacognition of the science students.
- Determine the impact of metacognitive awareness on performance of student’s in chemistry.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

There is a significant correlation between Metacognitive awareness and performance of students on the test.

\[ H_0: \] There is no significant correlation between Metacognitive awareness and performance of students.

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

This was a correlation study. Metacognitive awareness of students was assessed using metacognitive inventory. While students’ performance was measured by using researcher made test in the subject of Chemistry.
INSTRUMENTS OF THE STUDY

1. Metacognitive Inventory

After an extensive literature review the researcher adapted Schraw and Dennison, 1994 Inventory because it is a reliable and valid instrument available. Internal consistency of the inventory was excellent, ranging from 0.93 to 0.88, thus provided a reliable assessment of metacognitive awareness (Schraw & Dennison, 1994). The inventory represents two component categories of metacognition, knowledge of cognition and regulation of cognition. The inventory consisted of 52 items. The inventory based on five point Likert scale ranging from “Always” to “Not at all” in which the participants were asked to tick appropriate box.

2. Achievement Test

The researcher developed an achievement test in the subject of chemistry. The test was not memory based but it involved deep thinking and metacognitive skills used by the learners in their learning. Test items were based on secondary school curriculum of chemistry for grade (IX) textbook board. Three indicators were kept in mind while constructing items i.e. the difficulty, understandability and relevance of items to the objectives of the study. The initial form of the test consisted of 68 multiple choice items. Thus with the help of advisor and experts, the researcher reviewed statements to find out how well the respondents understood the items being asked. Discussion resulted in the removal and modification of a number of items from the test. The final draft of the test consisted of 30 items.

Administration of Instruments

Before giving instruments, a brief introduction about the research was provided to the students. The students were asked to read the statements carefully and indicate their response by tick marking the appropriate box. They were told that there are no right and wrong answers to the statement in the inventory. They were further asked to rate themselves on use of metacognition while learning as accurately and honestly as they could. The inventory was first administered to the respondents followed by the subject-based test. Average completion time for the inventory and achievement test was ten and thirty minutes respectively.

SAMPLE OF THE STUDY

The sample size was determined by using criteria given by Johnson & Christensen (2000.p178). For this study a sample of 525 male students and 375 female students of grade X were selected randomly from the population.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data were analyzed using SPSS 13. A summary of the data analysis is presented in the following tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test score</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s MAI</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>150.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>149.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table reveals that male students have a high mean score at both the test and metacognitive inventory.
The table also indicates a positive relationship \( (r = 0.45) \) between MAI and test score of students.

**TESTING OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS**

There is a significant correlation between Metacognitive awareness and performance of students on the test.

Table 3: ANOVA Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups (Combined)</td>
<td>5328.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>13259.9</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18588.4</td>
<td>899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 reveals a significant correlation between metacognitive awareness and performance of students on the test. It further indicates that highly metacognitively aware students were more likely to perform better on the test.

**FINDINGS OF THE STUDY**

- The overall mean score of male students on the test and MAI was greater than female students.
- There was significant correlation between metacognitive awareness and performance of the students on the test.
- The results of regression analysis indicated that Student's MAI was significantly accounted for difference in test score of students.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Proper metacognitive strategies may be used by the science teachers as it has significant impact on students’ performance. Further, students may be encouraged to use metacognitive strategies as it has significantly correlated with students’ performance.
- This was a co relational study based on quantitative data. The study was delimited to secondary school science students and subject of chemistry, therefore a study may be conducted on other subjects and level.
- There is a need for exploring relationship of cause and effect between metacognition and academic performance.
- Qualitative Research is also needed to examine age related factors and other psychological factors affecting metacognition.

**DISCUSSION**

Results of the present study have important implication for education. However, it is worthwhile to mention that the findings of the present study based on quantitative data and correlation tests. An interesting direction for future research may be to undertake cause and effect relationship between metacognition and students performance. The results of the study indicated that there is no significant difference between metacognition of
male and female science students. Thus the present study did not find any significant gender differences in metacognitive awareness. The results also provided a mean of support to previous researches on relationship of metacognition and academic achievement. The results of the study indicated that metacognition might play an important role in academic achievement of the students. The statistical analysis indicated that highly metacognitively aware students performed better on the test than low metacognitively aware students. Thus it is in line with the findings of the previous researches.

This study also has some limitations, which may require attention in future research. Firstly, the sample of the present study consisted of science students of class X. So the inventory may be applied to all students of different subjects at different level. Secondly, the criterion of students’ performance was the researcher made test in the subject of chemistry. However, this may not be a true indicator of students’ performance. Therefore, different criteria for students’ performance may used.
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